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Abstract

The paper considers retrievability in the context of a facility type termed deep interim storage,
convertible to permanent disposal. Such a facility isolates the waste in a reliable manner
while keeping several options open. Options are obtained at cost and cannot be indefinitely
left open. Various aspects for pursuing this concept are discussed.

1. FUNCTIONS TO BE ENSURED

The notion of permanent is most commonly used to qualify the term disposal. Speaking of
disposal retrievability entails an explicit definition of the functions the geological waste repository is
supposed to perform over time. Both disposal and storage are expected to be capable of protecting
man and his environment in a reliable manner by isolating the waste. When this protection is
projected over a very long span of time, its upkeep must likewise be provided for, either by restoring
its quality on a regular basis or by ascertaining that its quality will remain unaltered, even in the event
the facility should be forgotten. Retrievability is a further precaution, over and above the
aforementioned notion of isolation. It implies the possibility of retrieving the waste packages from
the repository in order to dispose of them otherwise, e.g. transferring them to a different repository,
sorting them, providing new packaging, recycling the materials, etc.

2. TYPES OF FACILITY

The isolation of waste substances is ensured in the intermediate term, both in the case of
their storage at or below the surface, and in that of deep disposal. In the case of storage,
management over time is dependent on maintenance of the facility and regulated surveillance.
Underlying the design of the facility is the fact that the waste will need to be retrieved and
relocated to another facility, perhaps after undergoing a certain number of operations.
Retrievability is an integral part of the concept of interim storage. For a service-life that does
not exceed a few decades (which is the case for today's interim storage facilities), no scenario
considering the facility being forgotten needs to be taken into consideration in the design and
in the safety case. Maintenance is a safe and durable solution, provided the necessary
resources are supplied continually. In the case of deep disposal, management over time differs
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from above, and the closure and possibility of the facility being forgotten are taken into
account in the design of the facility and are examined in the safety case. The facility requires
no further upkeep once it has been closed.

The concept of retrievability from the repository entails designing a facility type that could
be termed «deep interim storage, convertible to permanent disposals This is a facility that
isolates the waste in a reliable manner while keeping several options open: retrieval of waste
packages from the repository for other uses, intentional closure, prolongation of the
retrievability. These options are obtained at a cost and cannot be left open indefinitely. A
decision process must accordingly be established in order to make sure control of the choices
is maintained over time.

3. RETRIEVABLE REPOSITORY

Two main concepts underlie the definition of a repository from which waste can be
retrieved: the first consists of considering that it is our duty towards future generations to take
charge of waste management as of today, thereby reducing to a minimum the «burden» they
will inherit; the second consists of affording future generations the opportunity to manage this
waste, without restricting their freedom of choice. A retrievable deep repository for
radioactive waste could be defined in the following terms:

«Means for managing long-lived radioactive waste that make it possible:

• to ensure the protection of mankind and the environment with respect to the associated
risks;

• to guarantee future generations have freedom of choice to dispose of the waste as they
prefer;

• to preserve, through the design of the facility which will accommodate the waste in deep
geological formations, the possibility of readily converting it to an installation capable of
isolating waste over the long term and complying with the protection and safety principles
that are in effect at the present time.»

Thus the objective is to conceive a deep waste repository that is safe and resistant in the face
of uncertainties deriving from the long term while still allowing future generations to decide
whether to retrieve the waste or to seal off the facility. According to the above definition,
three alternatives are available to future generations (see diagram):

• convenient retrieval of the waste, particularly if the technology of the day provides a
form of management such generations deem preferable to the repository with the option
of retrievability,

• continued temporary storage at depth which may entail more or less onerous
maintenance operations, or

• partial or total closure of the facility.

Retrievability requires that specific dates be fixed at the outset, in particular to decide which
of the aforementioned options has been selected for the future. This would be after having
carried out, as needed, remedial measures in order to restore conditions compatible with the
option selected. Retrievability thus applies to one phase in the lifetime of the facility. Even if
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retrievability, thus construed, does indeed suggest certain aspects of the facility design,
nonetheless the feasibility study of the industrial project will doubtless require a more precise
timeframe to be settled on. One working hypothesis might be to look at the feasibility of a
retrievability cycle that would consist of guaranteeing easy retrieval of the packages at the
conclusion of the operational stage of the facility (i.e., when waste packages are being
deposited in the geological layers). This would be for as long as was needed to retrieve the
packages from the facility. Such a cycle might reasonably last about one hundred years.

UTILIZATION PHASE OF ... NEW UTILIZATION PHASE OF
DES[GN ^ THE REPOSITORY ^ THE REPOSITORY

EMPLACEMENT OF ^ STORAGE
THE PACKAGES

Authorization Authorization

4. SOME QUESTIONS REGARDING THE SAFETY OF A REVERSIBLE REPOSITORY

First of all, answers need to be provided from a safety standpoint to the following
questions:

• The mechanical integrity of the excavated zones: keeping underground structures open for
an extended period poses the problem of adapting the supports. In particular, when the
facility is being designed, should supports be provided that have been reinforced to extend
their service-life, or rather should the stability of the structures rely on either surveillance
or maintenance? Moreover, protracted ventilation might, in clay formations, cause more
extensive drying in the sediment, thereby, potentially increasing its fragility; are then
compensatory measures called for in order to minimize this phenomenon?

• How to handle possible seepage of underground water: the reconnaissance methods during
tunneling that the operator intends to implement while excavating underground structures
aimed at minimizing the risk of encountering fractures liable to convey water. It is difficult
to dismiss out of hand that fractures of this type might be encountered, this will depend to
some degree on how extensive is the repository. Furthermore, the fact that aquifers are
penetrated in order to reach the repository's receiver medium requires that the access shaft
be made watertight where it passes through this type of formation. These different
considerations raise questions about how to design and to maintain over time devices for
sealing the discontinuities that are encountered. How is their efficacy to be preserved as
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long as the hydraulic containment properties of the medium have not been completed or
restored by filling up all the cavities?

• The mechanical integrity and the service-life of the waste packages: what technical
measures should be taken concerning package design for type B and C wastes, to allow
them to be handled under different scenarios for extending the utilization and retrievability
periods of the facility. This will doubtless be contingent upon to what concepts of
retrievability the repository had been adopted? Aside from the feasibility and cost aspects,
what might be the drawbacks to an «over-design» of waste packages for the purpose of
lengthening their service-life (for example, the effects of corrosion products, hydrogen
emission, an increase in volume through oxidation of metallic iron)? What types of
reversible closure of the storage cells would enable the oxidation of the package casings to
be reduced?

• Retaining over time the possibility of retrieving the packages and the space necessary to
manipulate them: what dispositions should be made for the storage cells and the barriers
engineered for the purpose? What disadvantages for the behavior of waste packages might
arise from these dispositions?

• The surveillance system that should be implemented, to verify that the facility is behaving
properly: what parameters should be monitored (deformation, temperature, hydrogen
content, state of the seals, condition of the waste packages, radioactivity, etc)? What
measurements can be made without manipulating the waste packages? What disadvantages
might be associated with this surveillance that are liable to impact the preservation of
radioactivity containment?

• Managing abnormal behavior: what dispositions need to be made?

It should be borne in mind that some of these questions are, to a certain extent, already
posed during the utilization phase of a storage facility, irrespective of whether or not it is
reversible. Because this phase is extended by adding a further retrievability phase, they
deserve to be regarded with yet more care, and new questions arise, conditioned by whatever
concept has been selected.

Excerpts from Safety Glossary (April 1998, IAEA):
• waste disposal: the emplacement of radioactive waste in an appropriate facility with no

intention of retrieving it.

• waste storage: the placement of radioactive waste in an appropriate facility with the
intention of retrieving it at some future time. Hence, waste storage is by definition an
interim measure, and the term interim storage should not be used.

• repository: an authorised facility for waste disposal.
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